Scale the summit with ETERNUS DX

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN

- Improve capacity utilization up to 90% for improved ROI
- Shorten response time with NVMe Extreme Cache in midrange systems

* http://www.spcresults.org/benchmarks/results/spc1-spc1e
  https://spcresults.org/benchmarks/results/spc2-spc2e

RELIABLE BY CONVINCION

- Fair licensing model overcomes nasty future surprises: priced irrespective of capacity used
- System upgrades protect investment: reduce costs with automation and ease of use
- Performance architecture enables higher utilization: do more with fewer or smaller systems

AFFORDABLE BY PURPOSE

- Family architecture for efficiency and investment protection
- Easy to manage: same components, same management software, simple upgrades
- You define response-time priorities for your business data. ETERNUS DX allocates the performance accordingly. So your business priorities drive your storage. Not the other way around.

Become a storage champion with ETERNUS DX